Do you want to facilitate or strengthen cohesion within your international team? Our Multicultural Team
Building programme will show you how to unite a team and create cohesion around a common culture.
This training course will help your colleagues (teams of up to 10 people) turn their cultural differences into
advantages, reinforce their negotiating and team-management skills, and optimise remote working while
consolidating group cohesion.

Your seminar: a customised solution geared towards your operational objectives
Every team, every manager, every project is unique. That's why we work closely with you to design and
prepare tailor-made team-building seminars. Depending on your objectives, your problems, the size and
composition of your team, we offer a solution to develop the cohesion and efficiency of your international
team. Focusing on your managerial and operational goals, drawing on tools and practical activities, these
team-building seminars promote exchanges and cohesion:
Understanding: identifying cultural specificities and differences that may impact work (e.g. tools: ©
Culture Connector, © Diversity Icebreaker), analysing certain cultural issues essential to the team's
performance (e.g. tool: © Klaxoon)
Experiencing: "learning by doing": several optional workshops designed to develop teamwork by
means of construction and cooperation activities (e.g. tools: The Bridge, © Barnga)
Applying: drawing operational applications from activities, for example, an action plan, common
ground rules in the workplace, capitalising on values and differences …

In practice: a tailor-made organisation to closely meet your needs
At our training centres in Amsterdam, Paris, Brussels and Spa (Belgium) or at your office.
1 training day lasting 7 hours
2690 EUR/package
In a closed group format (max. 10 participants)
Preparation extra
on request
Other formats (duration, size, etc.)

+31 (0)20 609 79 70
info@europeanlanguagecentre.nl

All our prices are exclusive of VAT.
Non-residential training is given from Monday to Friday, from 8 a.m. to 6.30. p.m.
Meals and refreshment charges if training given on our premises: 40 EUR/participant.
Additional travelling/accommodation/meal expenses for in-company training.

